Welcome to Healthix Training
This annual refresher training is a
mandatory requirement from
the State of New York, and reviews
the necessary policies regarding
use and privacy of data.

Consent Policies
are fundamental to the successful
use of a Health Information
Exchange (HIE). Strictly speaking,
you can access a patient’s
Protected Health Information (PHI)
only if consent is given.

‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

Exceptions are:
One‐to‐One Exchanges
Public health reporting and
access. For example, reporting that
is being done for monitoring
disease trends, outbreaks and/or
public health emergencies
Breaking the glass in an
emergency situation
Converting data, improvement of
evaluation of operations
De‐identified data as in the case of
conducting research
Organ procurement organization
access ‐ solely for the purposes of
facilitating organ, eye or tissue
donation and transplantation

Consent Details
Community Wide Consent –
patients give the right for users in
Healthix ‐ that are involved in their
care ‐ to view their PHI. This
affirmative decision has no
expiration date and is in effect
until the individual chooses to
change their consent.
Patient Grants Consent – They give
the right for a single organization’s
users to view their PHI.
Emergency Only Consent – The
individual stipulates that their
information can only be used
in an emergency. This access is
for only users involved in acute
care (i.e. ER MD).
Patients Denies Consent – If
consent is denied, then even in an
emergency situation their PHI will
be blocked.
Patient Denies All – A universal no.
The individual states they do not
wish for any organization in
Healthix to ever have the ability to
view their information.
Undecided Status – If an individual
is unsure or has never given
consent, their PHI can be accessed
only in an emergency.
Consent Withdrawal – Individuals
can withdraw or change their
consent at anytime.
Consent for a Minor – Parents can
give consent for a child until 18
years. The minor from 10 until 18
can give one‐time consent at a visit.

Break the Glass (BTG) Access
Provides one time access, during
an encounter, to the PHI of a
patient in an emergency situation.
Factors necessary to BTG:
1 ‐ It must be an emergency
situation that requires immediate
medical attention and the patient
must be unable to give consent
2 ‐ The patient must have an
undecided consent status for the
participating organization or
3 ‐ An emergency only status
4 ‐ The Healthix user breaking the
glass must have a user role that
allows this access (i.e, ER MD)
Other things to consider:
‐ BTG is for one‐time access only.
‐ All BTG events are audited by
Healthix and Participant
Organizations and must be fully
reported on.
‐ Not every authorized user of
Healthix has a role that allows
them to BTG.

Breaking the Glass
When you click on the BTG you
will be taken to this screen, where
you acknowledge your reason for
accessing this information.

Patient Engagement
Healthix depends on participant
organizations to engage and
educate patients about Healthix
and collect consent.
Participants must let the patient
know when their information has
been accessed. Patients always
have the right to access their PHI.

Authorization – Defines who has
access to the PHI, your
organization has designated you,
and Healthix has assigned you
access based on your role in your
organization. Your user role
determines the data you can
access, and training required.
Authentication – Was required in
setting up your access to ensure
you are who you claim to be.
Access – Each authorized user is
given a unique username and
password. This password must be
changed every 90 days and you
cannot re‐use passwords.
Passwords should never be
shared, or sent electronically.
And remember, if you walk away
from your computer lock or
log‐off the system.

As part of a Healthix Participant
organization you must comply with
all of safeguards set forth in the
HIPAA Privacy & Security Rules.
If you have questions regarding
HIPAA, contact your Privacy Officer
or Security Officer to ensure
compliance.
If you need additional support,
contact Healthix at
support@healthix.org

Breach and Sanctions
A breach is an impermissible use or
disclosure that compromises the
security or privacy of the PHI.
In the event of a Breach
‐ It must be reported to Healthix
without delay, in writing.
‐ If Healthix becomes aware of a
breach, we will investigate.
‐ If a breach has occurred,
Healthix will notify
Participants, require the
Participant to notify the
patient as required and any
applicable regulatory agencies
in accordance with law.
‐ Sanctions will be imposed if the
breach was deemed
intentional, egregious or
substantial in its violation.

Thank you
For more information, if you have a
question, or if you would like to see
a demonstration – Contact Us
at support@healthix.org

